Lessons from Argentina's economic collapse
ferfal
Part Two
GOLD:
Someone hit me in the head
please because I messed up
about the gold issue.
Everyone wants to buy gold! "I
buy gold. Pay cash" signs are
everywhere, even on TV! I can't
believe I'm that silly!
I just didn't relate it to what I
read here because they deal
with junk gold, like jewelry,
either stolen or sold because
they needed the money, not the
gold coins that you guys talk
about. No one pays for the true
value of the stuff, so big
WARNING! Sign on people that
are buying gold coins.
Since it is impossible to
determine the true mineral percentage of gold, small shops and dealers will pay for it as
regular jewelry gold.
What I would do if I were you: Besides gold coins, buy a lot of small gold rings and other
jewelry. They should be less expensive than gold coins, and if the SHTF bad, you'll not be
losing money, selling premium quality gold coins for the price of junk gold. If I could travel
back in time, I'd buy a small bag worth of gold rings.
Small time thieves will snatch gold chains right out of your neck and sell them at these
small dealers found everywhere. This is VERY common at train stations, subways and
other crowded areas.
So, my advice, if you are preparing for a small economical crisis, gold coins make sense.
You will keep the value of the stuff and be able to sell it for its actual cost to gold dealers or
maybe other survivalists that know the true value of the item.
In my case, gold coins would have been an excellent investment, saving me from loosing
money when the local economy crashed. Even though things are bad, I can go to a bank
down town and get paid for what a gold coin is truly worth, same goes for pure silver. But
where I live, in my local are small time dealers will only pay you the value of junk gold, no
matter what kind of gold you have. So, I'd have to say that if TSHTF bad, gold jewelry is a
better trade item than gold coins.
GUNS, AMMO AND OTHER GEAR
After TSHTF in 2001, only the most narrow minded, brain washed, butterfly IQ level idiots
believed that the police would protect them from the crime wave that followed the collapse
of our economy.
A lot of people that could have been considered antigun before, ran to the gun shops,
seeking advise on how to defend themselves and their families. They would buy a 38

revolver, a box of ammo, and leave it in the closet, probably believing that it would
magically protect them from intruders.
Oh, maybe you don't think that firearms are really necessary or your beliefs do not allow
you to buy a tool designed to kill people. So you probably ask yourself, is a gun really
necessary when TSHTF? Will it truly make a difference?
Having gone through a shtf scenario myself, total economical collapse in the year 2001,
and still dealing with the consequences, 5 years later, I feel I can answer that question.
YES, you need a gun, pepper spray, a machete, a battle axe, club with a rusty nail sticking
out of it, or whatever weapon you can get hold of.
A LOT has been written on survival weapons. Everyone that is into armed survival has his
or her own idea of the ideal gun battery. Some more oriented to a hunting point of view,
others only as self defense means and others consider a little of both, and look for general
purpose weapons.
Talking about guns, there is one special subject I want to rectify, and it's the point on
what's the primary weapon for the survivalist, specially a urban survivalist that has to
function in a society, yes, even after the SHTF.
People, if you are interested in real world SHTF situation, and you want to prepared for the
real deal, then understand that this isn't black or white.
You wake up one day and listen on the radio that the economy collapsed and that the
stock market closed indefinitely.
CRIME AND INSECURITY
Even though crime has always been an issue in South America, my country was quite the
exception. It was dangerous, yes but nothing like after the 2001 economical crisis. One
used to be able to let kids play on the sidewalk, or walk back home from a party, a few
blocks, and be somewhat safe. This all changed now. There are no kids playing on the
sidewalks anymore. I should emphasize this a little more. There are absolutely NO kids
playing on the sidewalks at all, at any time of the day. Maybe a kid rides his bike a few
meters on the sidewalk, but always under the supervision of an adult. A kid riding a bike on
his own will get that bike stolen in no time, probably get hurt in the process, therefore no
responsible parent leaves a kid alone on the street. Teenagers present a greater problem.
You can't keep a 15 or 16 year old inside a house all day long, and even though they are
big enough to go out on their own, when the sun goes down things get much worse.
This is when parents organize themselves; either taking them to someone's house or to a
club and picking them up at a certain time. Taxis and remises are used sometimes , but
there have been lots of cases of girls getting raped, so no parent worth a buck leaves his
son or daughter in hands of a stranger. After years of living like this, almost everyone
learned to be careful; sometimes they had to learn the hard way. Practically no one leaves
a door or window opened or unlocked. Nor do they hang out in front of the house talking to
friends. A bad guy might just see you there, like a sitting duck, pull a gun on you and take
you inside your house.
There are no "bandit's law" anymore. One used to hear people talk about "You shouldn't
resist a robbery, give them what they want and they'll go away". That holds true no more.
These guys are under the influence of drugs, epoxy glue, or just hate your guts so much,
because you have a better life than they ever dreamed of, because they were abused
since the day they were born, that they will hurt and humiliate you as much as they can.
Letting a criminal inside you house almost guaranties you that he will rape/beat/ torture
and abuse whoever they find inside.

I personally drew a line a few years ago and decided, after one long, serious conversation
with my wife; that no one would be allowed inside the house, no matter what. We figured
that there are worse things than death. Having decided that, I make sure I always have a
weapon on me. They'll have to pay dearly for my life, plus interests.
By far, the most dangerous moment of the day, is when I (or my wife) leave/enter my
house. A solid, secure house cannot be broken in easily, so criminals wait until you are
standing on front of the door with the keys on your hand to jump on you. This is why we
are extra alert when approaching our house, look all around us and if we see anything
strange, keep walking around the block or keep on driving. No door is ever opened when
there is a strange person around. Whenever someone knocks on our door (and we don't
know him/her), they are answered from a second story window. Criminals sometimes
disguise as electric company guys or something like that, saying that they have to fix
something. NO! If there is something to be fixed they can fix it on the sidewalk. Anything
inside your house is your responsibility and the company is not going to fix it for you. Either
way, it's always better to play it safe, Better to be rude than dead.
On the car/driving issue, that calls for an entire post dedicated to SHTF driving. For now I'll
just say that windows and doors have to be closed at all times, a weapon must be within
arms reach, and that stop signs and traffic lights have a hole new meaning once TSHTF. If
your country ever falls as mine did, you'll remember me whenever you see a traffic light.
You never stop at a red lights or stop sign unless there is traffic, especially at night.
At first, police would write you a ticket for not stopping at a red light if they saw you
(another way of saying that they will ask for a bribe if they see you pass a red light), but
after a few months they realized that nothing could be done, people would rather risk a
ticket than risking their lives, so they decided to turn traffic lights to permanent yellow at
night, after 8 or 9 PM. This is, of course, very dangerous. Night car accidents are both
frequent and brutal since sometimes both cars hit each other at full speed.
MissinLink asked some good questions that might interest others as well, and since we are
on the security issue, here they are:
"Do the invaders of homes in the country just drive up in cars or trucks? Do they
hide and sneak up? How do these home invaders attack a home in the
country? A similar question could be asked for homes in the city."
Sometimes they just drive up to where you are working, if you are far away from the home,
but most of the time they sneak up on you. Criminals are not stupid, and they will spend
days checking the place and specially YOUR ROUTINE. For example, if they see that you
lock the gate at night, as most do, they will wait for you behind a tree until you are close.
This is done a lot. Dogs are the best alarm you can find, and criminals know that. They will
poison them with pills when you go to sleep and attack the place in the middle of the night.
I know of many that had their dogs killed. If they think that security is tight, they will just
hide near the main gate, and wait for you to leave or return. When you stop at the gate and
must get out of the truck to open/close the main gate, they attack. I'd say that the most
frequent kind of attack is attacking by surprise when you enter/leave your home.
"Most common times of attack? Day night evening morning? I understand occur
when coming or going from ones home, etc."
7 am, 9 am, 1pm 7pm, all are common times for attacks. There is no "safe" hour of the
day. Night is particularly dangerous. Maybe attacks during the day are faster, they want to
get some money or jewelry and leave fast, while at night they might stay inside more time,
maybe till the next day. But there are no fixed patterns. If I could give one advice
concerning SHTF security, it would be: Eyes and ears wide open when you enter/leave

your home. If possible, keep a gun on your hand when doing either one. If something
looks, even "feels strange, then go around the block and check again, carefully. If you see
them still there, either call the police (if still available) or get help. If you approach the
house with a large number of people they will leave. One time, I saw a couple of strange
looking guys at my door. I went round the block and saw them still there. I started flashing
the car lights and the horn and they left. I had a gun with me, though, so be careful when
trying this. Also, remember that a car is one heavy, powerful piece of machinery. I know a
guy that had one of those big chrome-tube bumpers installed on his truck, especially for
hitting those that were stupid enough to try and make him stop by standing in front of the
car.
If I had a truck, I would do so myself. Though I would keep my mouth shut about it, as
always. Just say that you think it looks cool or something. Every now and then someone
tries to force me to stop my car by standing in front of it (I suppose there are still fools out
there that get robbed this way), in the middle of the street. I just aim at them and
accelerate at full speed. They always jump out of the way before I hit them. By the way, at
first, doing this made me feel nervous, but can you believe that now it's just common
driving, as normal as changing gears? I guess it's a little sad.

